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A model has been developed to describe the emission of electrons from silicon across the oxide

energy barrier of metal-oxide-silicon structures. An optical absorption coefficient, exclusively

describing the transmission of electrons which are emitted across the barrier, is split from the

corresponding experimental quantity for the entire absorption range. This makes it possible to

approximate the photo yield in terms of absorption coefficients and density of states without need

for explicitly calculated matrix elements of optical transitions. Using this method, theoretical

emission yield curves are found in good agreement with measured data. An important conclusion

from this work is that values of oxide energy barrier heights should be extracted from different

features of the yield data than most often done in the literature. This replaces a commonly used

practice for determining the barrier heights, which is shown to be based on optical bulk properties

of the silicon crystal. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4754512]

I. INTRODUCTION

The chase for finding materials with high dielectric con-

stants (k-values) and high energy offset values, DE, between

the energy bands of insulator/semiconductor combinations is

driven by the necessity for continued gate function improve-

ment of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS-) transistors.

Due to their fundamental importance for the ultimate limit

of leakage current, originating from tunneling, the intrinsic

quantities, k and DE, are basic for the material choice. Hence,

the product k DE is a rough navigation aid when choosing

new gate insulator candidates.1 Additional importance is set

by influences from, for example, chemical reactivity, struc-

tural stability, and bulk trap concentrations. In this open-

ended process for finding insulator candidates, reliable mea-

surement methods to determine DE are crucial for the contin-

uous development of nanoelectronics.

The dominant techniques for determining insulator/

silicon offset values are x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) and internal photoemission spectroscopy (IPE). While

XPS to some extent still requires careful attention to charg-

ing effects as a result of electron emission from the insula-

tor,2–5 IPE seems easier to control from this point of view.6

Energy offset values, obtained by IPE for a number of high-k
oxides, have been published in the past decade7–12 and

detailed reviews of the technique have been released.6,12 The

majority of measured data in all these cases has followed a

mainstream method for establishing DE values, which has

settled the barrier value DEC between the conduction bands

of silicon and most high-k oxides to a range of 2.0–2.1 eV. In

the following, it will be demonstrated that the procedure

used in these exertions is doubtful.

In a frequently cited work by Powell, theoretical IPE

spectra were derived by using simplified density of states

distributions.13 This led to a cubic yield dependence on

photon energy, which was adequate for SiO2/Si structures,

a tradition still often adhered to also for investigations of

high-k based stacks. Following the basic ideas by Powell, an

improved model is demonstrated in the present paper for

interpretation of IPE data useful also for high-k type of sam-

ples. This increases the possible range of barrier values for

these film stacks and reveals a more nuanced picture of the

physical conditions laying the ground for such experiments.

II. INTERNAL PHOTOEMISSION

IPE relies on measuring electric current, generated by

optical excitation of charge carriers to energies exceeding an

energy barrier and to find the lowest possible photon energy

needed for the process. This energy corresponds to the

energy offset, DE, limiting charge carrier escape. Fig. 1 dem-

onstrates the method for determining band offset values

between the semiconductor and the oxide of a MOS structure

with n-type silicon. Monochromatic light irradiates the struc-

ture from the metal side, passing a semi-transparent metal

gate and the oxide into the semiconductor where it excites

electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor or in the metal to

energy levels such that electrons can pass the barrier. The

final level in the excitation process needs to exceed the bar-

rier height to provide the possibility of injection across the

oxide. This will give rise to electric current in an external

circuit, containing a voltage source for creating appropriate

potential differences. These two steps, excitation followed

by emission, are the main processes and may be influenced

by carrier scattering, barrier lowering by the oxide electric

field, charge carrier trapping, tunneling, and by the optical

limitations influencing the intensity of the light before reach-

ing the semiconductor.6

III. LIGHT ABSORPTION IN SILICON

When light is absorbed in semiconductor crystals, the

concentration of charge carriers created in the energy bands

depends on the state densities and the transition probabilities,

including the matrix elements for coupling states in the

different bands of the Brillouin zone. Since silicon is a semi-

conductor with indirect bandgap, excitations from the high-

est valence band state to the lowest conduction band state,
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and a couple of electron volts above, also include a coupling

between the excited electron and a phonon in order to pro-

vide crystal momentum transfer to allow transitions. In

addition, direct transitions without the influence of phonon

coupling are possible. When interpreting barrier data obtained

by IPE on silicon structures, three such energy intervals are

of particular interest as featured by numbers (1)–(3) in

Fig. 2(a). Transition (1) goes from the valence band to the

indirect conduction band within the energy range above the

bandgap value, 1.12 eV, until the direct transition (2) takes

over with a higher intensity. Transition (1) requires electron-

phonon coupling in order to make a horizontal move in the

Brillouin zone. While the direct transition probabilities were

elucidated in the 1960s,14–17 transitions of type (1), due to the

vast need for computer power, were calculated by first princi-

ples only quite recently.18 Transitions (1) and (2) are reflected

in experimental data for the absorption coefficient, a, meas-

ured at room temperature by Aspnes and Studna19 and shown

in Fig. 2(b). Points are measured data tabulated in Ref. 19

and the solid curve is fitted by a combination of analytical

expressions to be used in the calculations below. For the

lower energies, in the range 2–3.2 eV of this graph, transition

(1) is the only possible process and gives rise to an almost

exponential increase in a for increasing photon energy. At

about 3.2 eV an increased slope is noticed, where the direct

transition (2) starts becoming significant,17 which results in a

saturation of a at about 3.4 eV when this transition passes a

maximum probability and transition (3) begins to grow. This

latter process may be a direct transition at the X-point in the

Brillouin zone from a deeper lying band indicated by the

dashed arrow in Fig. 2(a) or from the R point (not shown in

the figure).17,20,21 Transition (4) would occur at an energy

value close to that of transition (2) and is sometimes men-

tioned in the literature as a possible contribution to the

increasing a trend at 3.2 eV,20 but its specific importance for

IPE results is not clear. Transition (5) is an intra-transition

requiring a high concentration of electrons in the conduction

band to be observed. This situation may occur at strong accu-

mulation of an n-type MOS structure as discussed at the end

of the paper.

Photons with energy h� entering the silicon crystal with

an intensity L0 and, after absorption, with an endured inten-

sity L(x) at point x measured from the interface would excite

a(h�)L(x) electron-hole pairs per unit time and volume. For

later comparison, we consider an artificial case for n-type sil-

icon, where we assume that DEC¼ 0 (Eb¼ 1.12 eV) and that,

apart from being killed by scattering with a mean free length

xesc, all excited electrons can be emitted from the crystal vol-

ume. As L(x)¼L0exp(�ax), the emission yield (the number

of emitted electrons per incident photon) would be

Y0ðh�Þ ¼
ð1
0

aðh�Þexp½�aðh�Þx�exp � x

xesc

� �
dx: (1)

Using the analytic expression fitted to the experimental data

for a in Fig. 2(b) as represented by the solid curve, and using

FIG. 1. Energy band diagram of a MOS structure showing the optical excita-

tion of an electron from the silicon valence band to the top of the oxide

barrier.

FIG. 2. (a) Optical transitions in the silicon Brillouin zone. (1), (2), and (3)

are the most important transitions for giving features to yield spectra of

MOS structures. (4) is a transition contributing to emission only for low bar-

riers while (5) is an intra-transition, possibly contributing in strong accumu-

lation. The dashed horizontal line marks a barrier level position. (b) The

logarithm of the optical absorption coefficient for silicon as measured by

Aspnes and Studna.19 The important energy ranges for transitions (1), (2),

and (3) shown in (a) are located by the arrows. The solid curve is fitted by a

set of piecewise connected analytical functions.
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Eq. (1), Y0(h�) is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Here, we observe

that the indirect transitions (1) are very week compared to

the two direct excitations (2) and (3). The pronounced step at

3.2 eV is a result of the increasing slope of the absorption

coefficient when transition (2) sets in as pointed out above.

The curve in Fig. 3 has characteristics very similar to corre-

sponding experimental data measured on bare silicon surfa-

ces as demonstrated in Fig. 7 of Ref. 15. As will be shown

below, the feature of this yield curve at 3.2 eV remains when

adding a barrier, DEC> 0. Since it originates from the

increasing values of the absorption coefficient for silicon at

3.2 eV, it has no connection with oxide barrier heights. IPE

data from metal/SiO2/Si structures22 and, as will be dis-

cussed next, from high-k based MOS structures show a simi-

lar ledge at this energy.

IV. EMISSION ACROSS THE OXIDE BARRIER

In order to treat the emission problem in the presence of

an oxide barrier, we consider the energy band scheme shown

in Fig. 4(a). This figure illustrates that excited electrons

available for emission across the oxide barrier resulting from

photons of energy h� are not caused by all available absorp-

tion events for such excitations. Electrons transmitted to

levels above Eb have their initial states within an interval

Eb� h� <E<EV and the final states within Eb<E<EV

þ h�. On the other hand, the transitions governing the

absorption coefficient, a(h�), span a larger interval given by

h��DEG. Therefore, among photons with h� larger than Eb,

there is a certain fraction that have their initial states deep

enough in the valence band that their final states are below

the barrier level (dashed arrow in Fig. 4(a)). Those photons

are absorbed without contributing to the emission. The total

number of absorption events expressed by the coefficient

a(h�), only produces a fraction of electrons at final states

which gives rise to carrier emission. A rigorous solution of

this problem, to find an absorption coefficient for transitions

leading to emission, would require a first principle calcula-

tion similar to the one by Noffsinger et al.18 but for transi-

tions with final states above Eb only.

In order to find a more comfortable technique, we con-

sider an approximation, where we split the experimental

absorption coefficient, a shown in Fig. 2(b), into one factor,

A(h�) describing the influence of transition probabilities and

a second part, c(h�), based on the density of states, DV and

DC for the silicon valence and conduction bands, respectively

aðh�Þ ¼ Aðh�Þcðh�Þ: (2)

The function c(h�) is the convolution of DV(E-h�) DC(E)

taken across the same energy interval as that involved in the

transitions governing the experimentally obtained a(h�), i.e.,

from the conduction band edge to the maximum energy

reached by h�

cðh�Þ ¼
ðh�
EC

DVðE� h�ÞDCðEÞdE: (3)FIG. 3. Yield curve for an artificial structure with DEC¼ 0. The influences

from the three main transitions (1), (2), and (3), marked in Fig. 2, identify

the features of the curve.

FIG. 4. (a) Energy band diagram showing possible energy ranges for excita-

tion of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band by a photon

of energy h�. The red arrows denote the excitation range leading to emis-

sion, the black solid arrows point out the energy range of all possible absorp-

tion events. The dashed black arrow demonstrates that, depending on the

energy position of the initial state, there are photons with energy h�, which

do not give rise to emission. (b) Density of states for silicon as calculated by

Stukel and Euwema23 (points), fitted by a set of piecewise connected analyt-

ical functions (solid curves).
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Knowing a(h�) and c(h�) would give a possibility to calcu-

late A(h�) and achieve an absorption coefficient, exclusively

describing transitions with final states high enough for facili-

tating emission. This can be done by repeating the integral in

Eq. (3), but starting the integration from Eb and multiplying

the result by A(h�).

Density of states data for silicon has been calculated

by Stukel and Euwema23 as reproduced by the points in

Fig. 4(b). The solid curves in the figure have been fitted by a

combination of analytic functions for use in Eq. (3). Exploit-

ing c(h�) achieved by using those data in Eq. (2) and the cor-

responding analytical expressions for a(h�), given by the

solid curve in Fig. 2(b), A(h�)¼ a(h�)=c(h�) gives a measure

on the influence of the optical transition probabilities, from

which an absorption coefficient, ab(h�), for transitions exclu-

sively leading to emission can be calculated

abðh�Þ ¼ Aðh�Þ
ðh�
Eb

PðEÞDVðE� h�ÞDCðEÞdE: (4)

The function P(E) in this expression is the probability for an

electron in the silicon crystal with an energy above the oxide

barrier level, Eb, to enter the oxide conduction band. This is

specified by the “escape cone” and given by6,13

PðEÞ ¼ 1

2
1� E0 þ Eb

E0 þ E

� �1=2Þ
" #

: (5)

Here, E0 (�12 eV) is the kinetic energy in relation to the bot-

tom of the valence band for an electron at the barrier level,

Eb, and E is the energy of the final state of an excitation to

the conduction band.13

Eq. (4) can be used to calculate the emission yield

Y(h�), for carriers excited to energy levels above Eb, by real-

izing that the production rate of that carrier concentration is

L0ab(h�)exp[�a(h�)x]

Yðh�Þ ¼
ð1
0

abðh�Þexp½�aðh�Þx�exp � x

xesc
þ zm

z0

� �� �
dx: (6)

Here again, xesc is the escape length for electron-electron

scattering in the silicon crystal, while the quantity zm is the

distance from the silicon interface to the maximum point of

the oxide conduction band as a result of barrier lowering and

z0 is the scattering length of electrons in the image force well

at the silicon/oxide interface.24

Fig. 5 shows an example of yield curves calculated

from Eq. (6) for oxide voltage drops between 0.1 and 4 V of

a MOS structure with a barrier, Eb¼ 2.9 eV (DEC¼ 2.9

– 1.1¼ 1.8 eV), physical thickness of 2 nm, dielectric con-

stant equal to 15, and by taking into account barrier lowering

in the oxide as a result of the applied voltage. Following

standard procedure in the literature, we plot Y1/3(h�) for

comparison. We notice that the increased silicon absorption

at a photon energy of about 3.2 eV gives a pronounced ledge

also in these yield curves and that tails occur at lower photon

energies. This part of the yield curves indicates the barrier

height by its intersection with the abscissa axis, moving

towards lower photon energies due to the barrier lowering as

demonstrated in the inset of Fig. 5. The maximum point of

the oxide conduction band, which constitutes the oxide bar-

rier for an applied oxide voltage, is obtained by calculating

the electrostatic force acting on an escaping electron as a

result of mirror effect in the silicon crystal.6 This gives the

following dependence of Eb on the oxide voltage, V:

Eb ¼ Eb0 � q
q

4peie0

� �1=2 Vox

d

� �1=2

; (7)

where Eb0 is the barrier position for Vox¼ 0, q is the electron

charge, ei is the electronic part of the dielectric constant of

the oxide, e0 is the permittivity of free space, and d is the

physical thickness of the oxide. Using Eq. (7) in Eq. (4) to

calculate Eb for different voltage values, the influence of volt-

age on the yield curves was achieved as shown in Fig. 5. The

effect also contributes to the increased yield amplitudes for

increasing gate voltage, together with the shift in barrier max-

imum position, also recognized in the inset. The latter appear-

ance decreases the value of zm in Eq. (6), which has an

influence on the scattering in the oxide image force well.

It is obvious that when determining barrier heights from

the zero point of Y1/3(h�) data, one needs to take into account

the strong influence by the barrier lowering. In practice, this

is done by extrapolating barrier values obtained at different

voltages to Vox¼ 0.6 However, not seldom the ledge at

3.2 eV in Y1/3(h�) is taken as a result of emission across the

barrier.6–12 It is clear from the derivation above that this fea-

ture of yield curves on silicon samples originates from the

C25’�C15 transition labeled (2) in Figs. 2 and 3 and not

from a barrier ascent.

Fig. 6 shows a comparison between calculated yield and

experimental data from measurements on rare-earth scan-

dates and an aluminate with 20 nm physical thickness and an

applied electric field across the oxide of 2 MV/cm.12 The

experiments showed a very similar appearance of Y1/3(h�)

for LaScO3, GdScO3, DyScO3, and LaAlO3 and the experi-

mental points in the figure are replotted from the middle of

the merging experimental points for these oxides. In Ref. 12

FIG. 5. Calculated yield curves using Eq. (6) for a MOS structures on n-type

silicon with an oxide thickness of 2 nm, k¼ 15, Eb¼ 2.9 eV. The inset shows

the influence on the oxide conduction band for different oxide voltage drops

from 0.1 to 4 V with the same intervals as for the main figure. xesc¼ 8.5 nm

and z0¼ 6.5 nm were used.
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(Fig. 17), a barrier height of Eb¼ 3.1 eV (DEC¼ 3.1 – 1.1

¼ 2.0 eV) was extracted from these data, by referring to

the position of the absorption ledge, discussed above. The

solid curve in Fig. 6 is calculated for the same physical data,

but with a barrier height of Eb0¼ 2.5 eV, meaning that

DEC¼ 1.4 eV. The abscissa intersection at 2.25 eV, lower

than Eb0, is a result of barrier lowering. The agreement

between measured and calculated data suggests that the

tail in the yield spectrum gives the barrier height, while

the ledge at 3.1 eV is a result of the C25’�C15 transition in

the silicon bulk. The difference between the calculated

and measured data for photon energies above 4 eV may be

caused by problems to calibrate the photon intensity reach-

ing the silicon crystal for MOS sample variations of the

semitransparent metal thickness. The inset of Fig. 6 shows a

calculated result expected for a measurement on a structure

with Eb¼ 3.1 eV, unveiling a spectral shape dissimilar to the

measured data.

V. DISCUSSION

The structure above 3.2 eV in the yield curves is entirely

a result of the features of the absorption coefficients, a and

ab, which is realized from their roles in Eq. (6). On the other

hand, the complicated shape of the density of states in the sil-

icon conduction band, as seen in Fig. 4(b) for energies above

2 eV, has a much smaller influence on the detailed shape of

Y. The reason is the integrations done in Eqs. (3) and (4),

which smooth out the peaks in DC(E). We can conclude,

therefore, that the ledge at 3.2 eV in the yield curves of

Figs. 3, 5 and 6 in all cases originate from the C25’-C15 tran-

sition (Fig. 2(a)) and the increased slope at 3.2 eV in the log-

arithmic plot of a which has no connection with the oxide

barrier. The technique described for deriving Eqs. (2)–(6)

above, by using the ratio between the experimental data for

the absorption coefficient, a (Fig. 2(b)) and the convolution

between density of states functions (Fig. 4(b), Eq. (3)) in

order to achieve the influence of the transition probabilities,

including the optical matrix elements, is found to produce a

good agreement between calculated yield results and experi-

mental data as shown in Fig. 6.

Considering the inset of Fig. 5, one notices that for this

oxide, the barrier may become very thin just below the bar-

rier maximum. For Vox¼ 2 V, the barrier lowering gives rise

to DEC � 1.2 eV. However, an electron excited to 1 eV in the

silicon conduction band will have a tunneling distance of

about 0.6 nm to pass into the oxide conduction band. There-

fore, in experiments, tunneling cannot be excluded as an

additional cause for moving the interception point between

the tail in the yield curve and the abscissa to lower values of

the photon energy. From a plot of the measured barrier

height as a function of V1/2, a straight line is expected as

long as barrier lowering expressed by Eq. (7) is the only

origin of an energy shifted yield curve. For an additional tun-

neling effect, the negative slope of such a plot (Eq. (7))

should increase with increasing voltage. Furthermore for

gate voltages high enough, a considerable concentration of

electrons would occur by accumulation in the conduction

band close to the oxide/silicon interface, which may give

rise to intra-transitions within the conduction band labelled

(5) in Fig. 2(a), a possible effect suggested in Ref. 15.

Depending on the concentration of accumulated electrons,

an added tail in the yield spectra might occur with a thresh-

old value at Eb – 1.1 eV. Such band bending in accumulation

also gives rise to a lowering of the oxide barrier level in rela-

tion to the energy band edges deeper into the semiconductor

as a result of the applied bias. The depth of this accumulation

region may be of the same extent as the carrier scattering

length and the optical absorption depth and influence meas-

ured results.24 All these effects would increase the tail of the

yield curve and give rise to a further decrease of the intercep-

tion point with the abscissa of a yield plot, which motivates

the execution of measurements to be performed for varied

applied voltage across the MOS structure.

By deriving a model for internal photoemission in silicon

MOS structures, it has been demonstrated that the ledge in

the emission yield curves occurring at 3.2 eV, which is often

interpreted as the oxide barrier height in published data6–12

on silicon MOS structures with high-k oxides, originates

from optical absorption in the silicon bulk. Barrier height val-

ues for Eb< 3.2 eV are to be extracted from the low energy

tails of yield spectra after considering the influence of barrier

lowering due to the influence of oxide electric field.
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